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8 Must Read Books for Modern Educational Change Leaders

Modern learning doesn’t require schools, obviously.

In fact, the newfound capacity for learners to use the Web to take almost complete
control over the what, when, how, and with whom of their learning is arguably the
most profound educational shift ever. (And we don’t say that lightly.) It challenges
the fundamental roles of schools and classrooms and teachers. And it pushes up
against the age old learning experiences that almost all of us have had in schools.
That said, schools are not going away any
time soon. And to that end, our work at
ModernLearners.com and at Change.School
is focused on how educators can reimagine
traditional schooling and education for the
modern world of learning. That reimagination
is difficult, time consuming work that defies a
one-size fits all approach.
And the irony? The biggest challenge to
schools rests in the “learning” part, not the
“modern” part. The fact is that in most schools,
our shared and almost universally held beliefs
about how kids learn most powerfully and
deeply are rarely what drives classroom
practice. And before schools can tackle the
affordances of modern day technologies in
relevant and effective ways, they must first
align what they believe about learning with
what actually takes place in classrooms.

That’s why despite the urgency of “modern,” this
top eight list of must read books for Educational
Change Leaders is a healthy mix of old and new.
The older books here focus on real learning,
whereas the newer books look at real learning
through a modern lens.
Certainly, there are hundreds of books, old and
new, that might have made this list. And others
would no doubt have a different take. Based on
our combined 50+ years of work to bring new
conversations around learning and technology to
schools, we’ve tried to select what we feel are
the most profound, most thoughtful, best spend
of your time texts to frame your thinking around
change in your classrooms
So, that said, here are our Eight Must Read
Books for Modern Educational Change Leaders in
chronological order by publication date and with
a teaser snip of text to whet your appetite. Enjoy!
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The Children’s Machine: Rethinking
School in the Age of the Computer
by Seymour Papert (1994)
Any list of the most important books around learning and
technology would be remiss to pass over Seymour Papert,
the “father of educational computing.” And while we’re
guessing most lists would include Papert’s seminal text
Mindstorms (first published in 1980), we’re choosing the
publication of The Children’s Machine simply because of its
emphasis on rethinking schooling. Papert’s thesis that the
computer adds a powerful new dimension of agency to
every learner is one that is still not fully understood or
embraced by schools today. But it is plainly evident when
we look at the ways in which kids now use technology to
learn and create at the highest levels outside of school
walls, on their own. The Children’s Machine is required
reading for every educator, not just those in leadership roles.
An excerpt from The Children’s Machine:
“It is often said that we are entering the information age. This coming period could equally be
called the age of learning: The sheer quantity of learning taking place in the world is already
many times greater than in the past.
Not very long ago, and in many parts of the world even today, young people would learn skills
they could use in their work throughout life. Today, in industrial countries, most people are
doing jobs that did not exist when they were born. The most important skill determining a
person's life pattern has already become the ability to learn new skills, to take in new concepts,
to assess new situations, to deal with the unexpected. This will be increasingly true in the future:
The competitive ability is the ability to learn.”
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The Book of Learning and Forgetting
by Frank Smith (1998)
Smith’s classic book pulls no punches in situating learning
both inside and outside of schools. In distiguishing between
the “classic view” of how learning happens in real life, and the
“official view” of how learning happens in schools, Smith
argues that the latter “is responsible for:


Compelling people to try to learn in the most inefficient way
possible, with rapid forgetting guaranteed,



Persuading individuals that they won't learn unless they make
a determined effort, and that the fault is theirs if they fail,



Segregating learners at school so they can't help each other,
in the process making life as difficult as possible for teachers,



Coercing learners and teachers into ineffective programs of
study, designed by distant authorities who have no way of
knowing or rectifying the difficulties they create,



Forcing learners and teachers to waste their time on repetitive
exercises and drills that teach only that learning is frustrating
and difficult,



Imposing discriminatory and discouraging "tests" that ensure
that individuals who most need help an encouragement get
the least,



Convincing teachers, learners, and parents that the most
important thing about educations is scores and grades,



Making learning a trial when it should be a pleasure, and
making forgetting inevitable when it should be insignificant.
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The Skeptical Visionary: A Seymour
Sarason Education Reader
Edited by Robert L. Fried (2003)
For many in education, Sarason is a relative unknown. And his
writing is not as easily consumed as many of the poppsychology like education books that have come out in the
last five years or so. That said, no one gets to the heart of the
challenges of public schools more profoundly. In this
collection of essays published over 30 years, Sarason
confronts the most important questions that face schools
today, and in doing so, the most important inconsistencies
between what we know is best for kids and what we actually
do in the system. If you're serious about learning in schools,
start here.
In an essay titled “Case in Point: Power Relationships in the Classroom,” Sarason writes:
“I have focused on the classroom not to make the obvious point that power is one of its
distinctive features but to suggest that the sense of powerlessness frequently breeds reduced
interest and motivation, at best a kind of passionless conformity and at worst a rejection of
learning. When one has no stake in the way things are, when one's needs or opinions are
provided no forum, when one sees oneself as the object of unilateral actions, it takes no
particular wisdom to suggest that one would rather be elsewhere.
We are used to hearing today that many students lack interest, motivation, and intellectual
curiosity. An explanation is by no means simple, but surely one of its ingredients is the fact that
schools are uninteresting places for many students (and teachers.)
I discussed this at some length in my book Schooling in America: Scapegoat and Salvation
(1983). Here I wish only to emphasize that if classrooms are uninteresting places, it is in part
(and only in part) because students feel, and are made to feel, powerless to influence the
traditional regularities of the classroom.”
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Turning Learning Right Side Up:
Putting Education Back on Track
by Russel Ackoff and Daniel Greenberg (2003)
In the same vein as Seymour Sarason, Russel Ackoff is not well
known to many educators either. Primarily a systems thinking
expert, Ackoff spent most of his time studying and writing
about business improvement. But his one foray into education
and learning is a powerful one, and a must read for anyone
who wants to confront the long standing challenges of schools
and the opportunities of the modern, connected world.
Ackoff writes:
“Traditional education focuses on teaching, not learning. It
incorrectly assumes that for every ounce of teaching there is an
ounce of learning by those who are taught. However, most of what
we learn before, during, and after attending schools is learned without it being taught to us. A
child learns such fundamental things as how to walk, talk, eat, dress, and so on without being
taught these things. Adults learn most of what they use at work or at leisure while at work or
leisure. Most of what is taught in classroom settings is forgotten, and much or what is
remembered is irrelevant.
In most schools, memorization is mistaken for learning. Most of what is remembered is
remembered only for a short time, but then is quickly forgotten. (How many remember how to
find a square root or ever have a need to?) Furthermore, even young children are aware of the
fact that most of what is expected of them in school can better be done by computers,
recording machines, cameras, and so on. They are treated as poor surrogates for such
machines and instruments. Why should children—or adults, for that matter—be asked to do
something computers and related equipment can do much better than they can? Why
doesn’t education focus on what humans can do better than the machines and instruments
they create?”
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Schools that Learn
by Peter Senge (2012)
If there is one book that successfully contextualizes what
schools need to be today and, importantly, offers some great
thinking on how to get there, it’s without question this 600+
page bible by renowned systems thinker Peter Senge. If
you’re struggling with a school culture that feels stuck, that
is resistant to change, that is deeply mired in a traditional
narrative of learning, Schools That Learn provides dozens of
great stories of change and exercises that can help you do
the same. Senge writes:
“Herein lies probably the most problematic distinction of the
education system when viewed from the standpoint of innovation and adaptation. We all went
to school together! In other words, we are all products of the industrial-age school. Of all
institutions, school sits most ‘upstream’ in people’s minds. It was our first and most formative
introduction to what Dr. W. Edwards Deming called ‘the prevailing system of management’—
the machine world of teachers in control, students dependent on teachers’ approval, and
learning defined as getting an A on the test.
Most of us developed our survival skills for industrial-age institutions in first and second grade.
We learned how to please the teacher, as we would later try to please our boss. We learned
how to avoid wrong answers and raise our hand when we knew the right answer, habits that
would later shape the ongoing workplace dance of avoiding blame and seeking credit for
successes. We learned how to be quiet when we felt lost, which is why no one questions the
boss in the official meeting, even when he or she makes no sense.
Coming to recognize how much industrial-age school lives in each of us can be sobering.
But it can also be enabling, especially when we recognize that the industrial-age education
system that has spread around the world in the past 150 years will inevitably change in the
coming decades.”
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Invent to Learn: Making, Tinkering, and
Engineering in the Classroom
by Sylvia Martinez and Gary Stager (2013)
Sylvia and Gary’s book became an instant classic that in a
short time has influenced classroom practice around the
world. While on the surface, Invent to Learn seems to be a
book about the nascent Maker Movement that has gained
great popularity in recent years, this is more a book about
how to create opportunities for deep and powerful learning
for kids that is amplified by technology. Building on the work
and ideas of Seymour Papert, this is one of the few books that
situates real learning in a fully modern context. Here’s an
excerpt from the book:
“The past few decades have been a dark time in many schools.
Emphasis on high-stakes standardized testing, teaching to the test, de-professionalizing
teachers, and depending on data rather than teacher expertise has created classrooms that
are increasingly devoid of play, rich materials, and the time to do projects. Fortunately, there’s
a technological and creative revolution underway that may change everything.
No one would argue that computers have changed every aspect of life over the past few
decades. As computers become smaller, more powerful, and cheaper at the same time, they
become embedded into objects and tools, changing the way that people interact with tools.
For the first time, ‘smart’ tools allow people to design their own objects and quickly fabricate
them in the real world…
Amazing new tools, materials, and skills turn us all into makers...Fortunately for educators, this
‘maker movement’ overlaps with the natural inclinations of children and the power of learning
by doing. The active learner is at the center of the process, amplifying the best traditions of
progressive education.”
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Future Wise: Educating Our Children
for a Changing World
by David Perkins (2014)
Harvard professor David Perkins is the author of another of
our favorite books Making Learning Whole: How Seven
Principles of Teaching Can Transform Education. But we
picked Future Wise because of how well it brings together
both aspects of modern learning.
Perkins stresses the idea that what’s crucial now is going
beyond our current thinking and practice in schools, that
because of the huge impact the Web and technology has had
on all aspects of our lives over the last 20 years, we have to
grow our capacity to understand and be comfortable with
ongoing change. But that said, Perkins also grounds the
discussion in one of the most challenging, and most hard-toanswer questions of all:
“Can you find a more important question to ask about education? After all, ‘Why do we need to
know this?’ is an uppity version of one of the most important questions in education, a question
with only three words: ‘What’s worth learning in school?’ When that ballistic missile comes from
the back of the room, it’s a good reminder that the question doesn’t just belong to state school
boards, authors of textbooks, writers of curriculum standards, and other elite. It’s on the minds
of our students. This entire book is about how we answer that question.”
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Building School 2.0: How to Create the
Schools We Need
Chris Lehmann and Zac Chase (2015)
The most recent on our list, Chris and Zac’s book provide
what can only be termed as a manifesto for modern day
schools. Emulating the 95 Theses that Martin Luther nailed to
a church door in 1517, they articulate 95 ideas for thinking
and talking about what today’s schools might and should be.
Their passion for creating powerful, inquiry-filled,
technology-rich learning environments for kids in schools is
palpable. You may not agree with every one of their ideas,
but all of them will make you reflect deeply on your work.
Lehmann and Chase write:
“We want to create modern schools. For us, the notion of the
modern school cuts straight to the heart of what we are trying to do. Modernity is something
that we are always striving for, always reinventing, always coming to terms with. We
understand the dangers of modernity slipping into post-modernity. This is and should be a valid
concern. It should also be a fire under those who are charged with asking, ‘Are we creating the
schools we need today, or have they slipped into yesterday?’
Smart modernists understand that they stand on the shoulders of giants. Modern schools
should not denigrate the past, nor should they ignore what has come before them. The
modernist learns from history and builds upon it. Those are the goals we want to have. And
we believe that is a powerful lens for our children. Moreover, the idea of modern schools
encompasses not just the tools they use, but also the life they lead and the challenges they
face. It recognizes that school is about now and their future while honoring and learning from
the past.
A modern school movement does not assume that because we learned a certain way when we
were kids, our children must learn the same. A modern school movement does not assume that
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what was good for us will automatically be good for our kids, nor does it assume that just
because we did something a certain way in the past that it holds no value in the future. The
modern school movement does not have to focus solely on tools or skills; rather, it can also
focus on ideas and people and the lives we live today.”

6 Must-Read Books Runners Up
1. The Hundred Languages of Children edited by Carolyn Edwards
2. Leaving to Learn by Eliott Washor
3. Teaching Minds by Roger Schank
4. A New Culture of Learning by John Seely Brown
5. Rethinking Education in the Age of Technology by Allan Collins
and Richard Halverson
6. Making Thinking Visible by Ron Ritchart

Self-Promotional Runners Up:
1. The End of School as We Know It by Bruce Dixon
2. Why School? by Will Richardson
3. Freedom to Learn by Will Richardson
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For ongoing conversations around learning in the modern
world, join us online at:

ModernLearners.com is a site dedicated to exploring the opportunities and challenges
of learning in a ubiquitously connected world where learners are now fully in charge of
their own learning.
ModernLearners.com

Change School is a powerful 8-week online experience for educational leaders
who are serious about designing and creating relevant, sustainable change in their
schools and districts.
Change School

Join thousands of educational leaders from around the world in our private
Facebook ChangeLeaders Group
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